Adjusted Playing Guidelines

- Singles play or drilling only (two players per court) with just one ball per person.
- Players agree to NOT enter the courts if they have any symptoms or exposure risks as listed by the CDC guidelines.
- Players are encouraged to bring/use hand sanitizer.
- Players will label personal balls that ONLY they will touch during play.
- All must maintain proper social distance (6 ft. apart) whether engaged, waiting, or observing play in and around the court areas.
- Players are encouraged to place their personal items (backpack, water bottles, etc.) at a safe distance (6 ft.) from other players’ items to avoid any surface contact.
- Errant balls will be returned to the owner of the ball via foot or racquet push of the ball.
- When not playing, wearing of face masks is encouraged for inward and outward protection of all players, especially when waiting to rotate on to the courts.
- Use every other court where practical.
- No handshakes, racquet bumps or physical contact between players.
- Failure to follow guidelines will result in loss of privileges.

Thank you for your business, stay healthy and have fun!